
Challenges

• Improving stability and accessibility of video 
recording system

• Simplifying the video search process to 
accelerate incident investigations

• Integrating video, audio, and exception 
reporting for greater visibility

• Enhancing employee recognition and training 
opportunities

Solution
Hodges Management Co. deployed Envysion 

Video Management Platform in conjunction 

with Delaget Guard and Overseer to create 

360-degree visibility into loss prevention and 

liability operations across its 30 stores with 

integrated video, audio, and exception reporting.

Business Outcomes

• Replaced outdated on-premises system with 
an efficient, cost-effective cloud-based video 
management platform

• Improved liability prevention with expanded, 
more dependable audio and video coverage 
on store grounds

• Enabled secure, anytime access to video and 
audio records for managers from any Internet-
enabled device

• Eliminated hours of wasted time with enhanced 
video search capabilities to accelerate 
investigations and ensure proper resolution

• Expanded employee recognition and training 
opportunities by using audio and video 
to pinpoint exceptional performance or 
problematic behaviors

Influential KFC franchisee uses 
Envysion’s Managed Video Solution to 
enhance liability protection, employee 
training, and the bottom line

When Inman Hodges speaks, restaurant owners listen. 

From a small corner of the Southeastern US, his is among 

the more influential voices in today’s QSR scene. 

The second-generation restaurant franchisee and 

President of Hodges Management Company has 

overcome mounting competition for talent, increased 

profit/loss challenges, and the continuous evolution of the 

QSR landscape to build a thriving network of 30 KFC, KFC/

Taco Bell, and Dairy Queen stores across Georgia. 

But it hasn’t been easy. Heavy retail growth in the region 

over the last several years has produced competitive 

openings for job seekers, thrusting Hodges headlong into 

a continuous battle for qualified, skilled workers. Part of his 

challenge--beyond just hiring and retaining good people--

was arming them with the right tools so they could be more 

effective in their roles and more satisfied with their jobs. 

“The restaurant industry is a tough business, with small 

margins and a ton of moving pieces to manage at the same 

time,” Hodges says. “We needed a way to be everywhere 

at once, so we could maximize loss prevention, efficiency, 

and profits. Of course, we also wanted to create a better 

work environment that would keep good people around 

longer. That’s where video came in.”

A VOICE OF REASON

Managed Video:  
The Best Insurance 
Policy Money 
Can Buy

with



“

     OVERCOMING THE CHALLENGES OF 
     OLD SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS

Hodges is a long-time proponent of using surveillance video for loss 

prevention and risk mitigation, but also sees potential for employee 

engagement and training--so long as the right system is in place. 

Previously, the company implemented an on-premise surveillance system to keep 

a watchful eye on operations across each store, but quickly found it flawed and too 

cumbersome to be effective. In particular, the system experienced numerous outages and 

occasional downtime, creating blind spots across various aspects of the company’s locations. 

Hodges notes a number of instances including robberies, 
employee theft of thousands of dollars, and potential lawsuits 
from accidents in stores that could have been better addressed 
with a more dependable video solution in place. 

“The old system routinely failed us when we needed it most,” Hodges says. “It didn’t matter if we were investigating 

theft or an employee slipping and falling, we always seemed to be missing the coverage we needed. And when 

you have someone potentially stealing thousands of dollars a month from under your nose, but no way to prove 

it, that’s a huge problem.”

Even when the system worked properly, reviewing footage was time-consuming and costly. Because it was a 

standalone, on-premise system, video reviews had to be conducted on-site in the stores, taking managers away 

from important tasks during their shifts or requiring them to review footage after hours. Once they managed to carve 

out the time, the process involved dialing into the system repository, downloading footage from a particular time 

period, and manually sifting through hours of footage to locate the incident in question.  

“Manually scanning through tens of thousands of weekly transactions to pick out a two- or three-minute stretch 

of video was nearly impossible without the benefit of a huge staff. We didn’t have the time or resources to waste, 

so in many instances we just let it go,” Hodges says. “Overall, it just lacked the functionality to be a long-term 

solution and we needed something more robust and easier to use.”

With Envysion, we just login and use the video scrub bar to find a specific time and 

date. We’re able to easily sort through more than 90,000 weekly transactions to 

zero in on the exact time frame we want to investigate.” 

      Inman Hodges, Owner and Director of Operations, 
      Hodges Management Company



“

     A CLOUD-BASED SOLUTION FOR MAXIMUM  
     COVERAGE AND FLEXIBILITY

Eager for a more agile and efficient solution, Hodges set out to replace his outdated 

surveillance system. In particular, he wanted a cloud-based solution for better 

performance and easier use, as well as one with stronger analytics capabilities that 

he and his staff could access from anywhere.

Importantly, as a long-time KFC franchisee and a strong influence within the KFC 

franchise community, Hodges wanted to ensure that the solution he found aligned 

with the corporate office’s present and future system preferences as well as meeting 

the unique needs of other franchisees. 

“As one of four franchisees on KFC’s Technology Committee, I had a front-row seat to 

the discussions about the types of challenges we all faced and which solutions were 

available to support us,” Hodges says. “I thought it was important that any new system 

had to work for everyone because, as a community, we’d all benefit from sharing 

knowledge, experiences, and support.”

Video evidence from our 

Envysion system combined 

with intelligence from 

exception reports and other 

sources makes it easy to pull 

up audio, video, and point-

of-sale data to verify any 

complaints of being treated 

rudely, store cleanliness, or 

anonymous reports of theft. 

It’s the best insurance policy 

money can buy.”

Inman Hodges

Owner and Director of Operations, 

Hodges Management Company

envysion.com

After evaluating a number of outdated on-premise 

systems, Hodges selected the Envysion Managed Video 

Solution because of its intuitive interface, mobile-ready 

accessibility, and reputation for innovation and flexibility 

as a leading cloud-based solution. 

“The consensus among the technology committee was 

that DVR systems were obsolete and that Envysion’s 

cloud-based capabilities, combined with the easy 

integration with other loss prevention reporting tools, 

was the best path forward for all of us,” Hodges says. 

“We ran it through a rigorous a proof-of-concept exercise 

and loved how slick and intuitive the interface was as well 

as the fact that it integrated easily with all of the other loss 

prevention tools we use.”

Envysion is a great departure from Hodges’ previous 

system. Unlike inaccessible on-premise solutions, Envysion 

is a web-based platform providing secure, consistent 

anytime access to live and recorded audio and video from 

any Internet-enabled device. Now, instead of traveling 

to the store location and directly downloading video 

recordings, Hodges and authorized managers can simply 

log into a central hub containing an itemized list of video, 

review records on-demand, and even share them with 

other authorized users. 



     THE BEST INSURANCE POLICY MONEY CAN BUY

Hodges says that Envysion has eliminated blind spots that have plagued his business for years. The multi-angle 

video and integrated audio provide full visibility across important areas of the restaurant--register areas, back 

offices, storage, and external grounds--that, when combined with other loss prevention tools such as Delaget 

Guard and Overseer, give Hodges a complete 360-degree view of his entire business. 

Delaget Guard’s loss prevention software for restaurants offers critical intelligence to help identify employee 

theft that adversely affects the bottom line and recommends steps to stop it. But Hodges notes that not 

everyone is taking full advantage of the integrations between Delegat and Envysion to get the most from their 

loss prevention efforts. 

“Deleget has a very slick program with some great features and capabilities, but using it without Envysion, 

diminishes how effective it is because you don’t get the full context of a transaction or incident,” he says. “Video 

evidence from our Envysion system combined with intelligence from exception reports and other sources makes 

it easy to pull up audio, video, and point-of-sale data to verify any complaints of being treated rudely, store 

cleanliness, or anonymous reports of theft. It’s the best insurance policy money can buy.”

[Envysion’s platform] gives us an opportunity to 
approach crew members with concrete evidence to 
discuss a situation and resolve it quickly--either with 
discipline or by taking steps to protect them.”

 Inman Hodges, Owner and Director of Operations,
 Hodges Management Company

We just wanted something that was reliable, affordable, and 

cloud-based with a well-designed mobile app so our restaurant 

leaders could pull it up on their phones,” he says. “Every aspect of 

Envysion’s desktop and mobile interfaces are intuitive and easy 

to use that we were all able to hit the ground running and start 

getting the information we needed right away. There’s no more 

pulling the wool over our eyes.”
“
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We ran it through a rigorous 
a proof-of-concept exercise 
and loved how slick and 
intuitive the interface was 
as well as the fact that it 
integrated easily with all of 
the other loss prevention 
tools we use.”

 Inman Hodges, Owner and Director of Operations, 

 Hodges Management Company

With Envysion, he and his team have more actionable 

intelligence from various source to better protect 

against loss from theft, fraudulent insurance claims, or 

other legal pitfalls. For Hodges, the simplicity of the 

system is as important as the volume and types of 

information it can provide.

According to Hodges, one of the biggest advantages 

to working with Envysion is the system’s potential for 

employee recognition and training purposes that would 

help deliver maximum value from his investment. “The 

Envysion platform has great potential as a training 

tool because we can quickly recognize when team 

members in any store have provided exceptional 

service and commend them for it,” he says.

“On the other hand, it also gives us an opportunity to 

approach crew members with concrete evidence to 

discuss a situation and resolve it quickly--either with 

discipline or by taking steps to protect them--without 

having to resort to hearsay.”

In the future, Hodges is looking forward to watching 

continued collaboration among Envysion, its partners, 

and the KFC corporate office unfold. Perfectly happy 

with existing deployment, his vision for the technology 

is for it to further evolve to custom-designed solutions 

for newly constructed restaurants and other creative 

applications of enhanced audio and video capture that 

will revolutionize the way QSR operations are managed. 

“I think there’s a huge opportunity to design 

comprehensive systems with more strategic 

microphone placement and wider angle video to 

cover every nook in a store,” he says. “It may be 

difficult to retrofit to existing stores, but designing it for 

new ones could completely change the game. I have 

my fingers crossed.”
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